Contact UFO Research Sighting Report Form
1

Please Enter your Full Name:-

2

Address:-:-

3

Telephone Number:
E.Mail
**********************************

4

Date of Sighting: ( dd/mm/yy:)

5

Time of Sighting (24hr clock (i.e. 3pm is 15.00hrs))

6

Place of Sighting :-

7

Were you in a vehicle/walking/on public transport/inside a building/or garden:

8

How many witnesses: Male/Female/Children

9

How many object(s) were seen

10

Did you observe the object with naked eye, or otherwise

11

Please describe basic shape of object:-

12

Did the object(s) appear solid or have clearly defined edges

13

Please describe any features (such as brightness, colour etc.,)

14

Did the object(s) emit or release anything

15

Please describe any movements made by the object(s)

16

Did the object(s) move in front of, or behind anything

17

Did the object(s) pass overhead

18

Can you estimate speed of object

19

Please describe any sounds you heard the object(s) make

20

Can you describe general weather conditions at the time and the wind direction

21

Was the area Rural, Urban, where you saw the sighting

How long did sighting last

22

Can you identify aircraft, satellites or natural phenomena

23

Can you supply any physical evidence such as video, photograph or other.(We will
happily return these).

24

Did the object(s) land/hover or seem stationary.

25

Did you observe any occupants inside/outside the object:-

26

Have you seen an unidentified flying object before:How many

Did you report them

Please give details

Please complete all questions as fully as possible and return it either by e.mail to the secretary
copeland.fran@gmail.com or by post to:-

CONTACT UFO RESEARCH
PO Box 23
Wheatley
Oxon
OX33 1FL
UK
The committee and members of CIUFOR wish to thank you for your invaluable contribution
to this vital research and will treat all information with confidentiality to protect the witness.
Would you agree for us to contact you to ask further details of the sighting if required.
YES / NO

THANK YOU

(Please delete)

